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We describe a novel method that operates a laser diode with dual colors. Our system requires no

external optical parts but does require current and temperature control. We can use either a single color

on a time-sharing basis or dual colors simultaneously. The difference between the wavelengths is ～0.6

nm, which is as much as 10 times that generated by current control alone. Temporal stability of the

generated two wavelengths and the response time of the wavelength change were confirmed through a

number of experiments. c 2003 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Laser diodes (LDs) have been widely used to con-

struct various types of compact interferometers, be-

cause wavelength tunability enables us to modulate

the wavelength easily. When the object's surface
roughness is larger than a half:wavelength, a two-

wavelength interferometerl (TWI) provides an unam-
biguous measurement of the phase.

By their very nature, TWIs require two wave-

lengths. If separate two LDs are used, however, op-

tical axes are difficult to adjust and the optical setup

itself becomes fragile for disturbance. Quasi-TWIs
(QTWIs), which use only one LD, have been pro-
posed2-3 as a means of sidestepping the problem.

With QTWIs, two wavelengths are generated by

varying the dc bias current injected into the LD on a
time-sharing basis. Under such tight control, how-
ever, the difference in the QTWIs'wavelengths is
minimal, resulting in a few centimeters of synthetic

wavelength. Thus it is difficult to improve the mea-

surement accuracy, because the synthetic wave-

length is very large.

The LD wavelength's dependency on the injection

current is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The wave-

length increases with increasing injection current ac-

companied by a phenomenon we refer to as "mode
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hop," which is shown in the region from lx toI2 in Fig.

1. Within a current range from I2 to 73, the wave-
length linearly increases from ¥2 to ¥3 with the injec-

tion current at a rateofβ　where βC - A入/A/is a

current-modulation efficiency. βc has been previ-

ouslyestimated4-5 as 4-6 × 10~　nm/mA. Because

the difference between currents I2 and I3 is usually

less than 10 mA, the wavelength-scanning range

equalsatmost6 × 10ー　nm. Moreover, suchalarge

fluctuation in current inevitably affects the intensity

of the LD output. This causes the interferometer to

generate an erroneous measurement error.

On the other hand, two-color LD systems that use

an external cavity have been reported.6-7　Although

the difference of the oscillating wavelength is rather

large, adjustments of the optical axis are complicated.

Additional optical parts such as a lens, a grating, and

a miiTor are required in such two-color light sources.

The complication is similar to that of the light source

that uses two separate LDs.

In this paper we describe and demonstrate a tech-

nique that operates a LD with dual wavelengths by

use ofa mode hop. To the best ofourknowledge this

is the first report on the dual-color operation of LDs

for a TWI by use of the mode hop. Although the

difference between the provided wavelengths is re-

stricted in our technique, both the setup and the

operation are very simple. This method can be eas-

ily applied to commercially available LDs. We can
use either two wavelengths simultaneously or a se-

lected single wavelength by use of a current control.

Temporal stability of the generated two wavelengths

and the response time of the wavelength change were

confirmed through a number of experiments.
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Fig. 1. Dependency of the LD's wavelength change on the injec-

tion current.

2. Princip一e of Operation and Fringe Generation

The dual-color system uses the feature shown in Fig.

1. As the wavelength of the LD varies with not only

the injection current but also the atmospheric tem-

perature, we control the temperature to eliminate the

wavelength fluctuation of the LD. Under such tem-

perature control, LD oscillates with ¥1? or ¥2 or both

入　and入2, depending on the injection current. Gen-

erally the difference between入　and入2 is -0.6 nm,

which is as much as 10 times that generated by the

current control alone. The LDs output intensity

varies little, however, in difference of this magnitude.

The interference fringes generated with each wave-

length are respectively given by

St(x,y) - at{x,y) + bt(x,y^os^ir^x + αi(x,y)¥

a-i,2),　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(i)

where

α,(x,y) - 2TTL(x,y)/入　　　　　(2)

are the phases that depend on the wavelength and

the optical pass difference (OPD) L, /) is the spatial

frequency in theェdirection. a^x, y) and 6,(x, y) are

the de term and the amplitude of the ac term, respec-

tively, which are introduced by the nonuniformity of

the light intensity. If the LD simultaneously radi-

ates close two wavelengths, the spatial丘・equencies /l

and f2 become almost the same. Thus we can state

f¥ - fi - /o-　Moreover, if the amplitude of each color

isequal,theconditionsax - a2 - a。andbx - bゥ- b.

are also satis丘ed. Then we can observe the over-

lapped fringe image

Sx+S。-2ao+26。cosAαcos(2Tfox+a), (3)

where

ユa - 2ird/A　　　　　　　(4)

isthe phase difference and d - α1+α・2)/2 is the mean

phase, d and A -入1人2/i入1-人2| represent a half of

the OPD and the synthetic wavelength, respectively.

Coordinates {x, y) are omitted in the equations. The

Fig. 2. Schematic of tlle experimental setup. OSC, oscillator;

BSs, beam splitters; M, mirrors; PH, pin hole; A/D, analog-to-

digital converter; PD. photodiode; CCD, CCD camera; GP-IB, gen-

eral purpose interface bus.

visibility of the image represented by Eq. (3) is cal-

ciliated by

7il> - (b。/a。)cos Aa,　　　　　(5)

whereas the visibility of the single fringe represented

by Eq. (1) is given by

蝣Yo - bJaQ,　　　　　　　(6)

when the single wavelength is used. Equation (5)

shows that the visibility deteriorates by the factor of

cosAα in the dual-color operation.

3. Experimenta一 Setup

In the experimental setup shown in Fig. 2, bias cur-

rent /o and modulating current lm(t) are injected into

the LD. Fluctuation of the injection current was

strictly controlled within 0.01 mA by the LD driver.

The LD's temperature is held to within ±0.01 -C with

the temperature controller. Light radiated from the

LD was fed into both an optical spectrum analyzer

and a Twyman-Green interferometer that consisted

ofMl, M2, and BS2 (see Fig. 2). The OPD of the

interferometer was 200 mm. Interference signal

S{t) and image S(x, y) are detected by a photodiode

(PD) and a CCD camera, respectively. The intensity

of the spectrum, S(t), and S(∫, y) are processed by a

computer. In this measurement, we used standard

multiquantum well LDs whose wavelengths are 685

nm (LDl, Mitsubishi, MI-1412R) and 785 nm (LD2,

Hitachi, HL7851G), respectively.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

A. Observations of the Osc川ation

We丘rst measured the LD's wavelength dependen-

cies on the injection current to search the mode-

hopping point. Results are shown in Fig. 3; the

temperatures were controlled at　22.8-C and

17.2 -C, respectively, for LDl and LD2, nearly room
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Fig. 3. Measured dependencies of the wavelength change of (a)

LDl (685 nm) and (b) LD2 (785 nm) on the injection current.

temperature. Although the wavelength of LDl
traces same loci both in increment and in decre-

ment of the injection current over 60 mA, that of

LD2 varies with the hysteresis. Distinctive spec-

tra were not observed in Fig. 3(b) under 105 mA.

We丘nd that the mode hops occur at several injec-

tioncurrents inFig. 3(a). We usedLDl at 22.8 -C
in the following experiments.

Our technique is detailed in Fig. 4, the spectral
intensities of LDl under the current control are ob-

served. Modulating current Im{t) was held at zero

during these observations, dc bias current Io was

controlled丘・0m 79 to 81 mA discretely. In the initial

state, the dominant wavelength of 685.63 nm was

observedatJ。 - 79mA, asshown inFig. 4(a). When

70 increased by 0.4 mA, as shown in Fig. 4(b), another

oscillation appeared at 686.18 nm, and the initial

spectral component shrunk. We observed two major

spectra corresponding to adjoining LD oscillation

modes atIo - 80 mA, as shown in Fig. 4(c). The

wavelengths differed by 0.55 nm, and the intensity P2

at 686.18 nm came up to the level ofPl at 685.63 nm.

In this case, our system provides the synthetic wave-

length of -855　^⊥m. Furthermore, when we in-

creased the injection cu汀ent, the initial spectral

component gradually disappeared and the other one

dominated, as shown in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e). This

clearly demonstrates the LD wavelength's suscepti-
bility to even slight modulations in current. More-
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Fig. 4. Norn-alized spectral intensities observed at 22.8 oC. dc

bias currents lvere (a) 79, (b) 79.4, (c) 80, (d) 80.6, and (e) 81 mA,

respectively.
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Fig. 6. Observations of (a) the modulating current lm(t) and (b)

the interference signal S(t).

over, it indicates that the intensity ratio between

both spectra varies with the injection current.

We measured the intensity ratios between Pl and

P。 for 200 min a氏er the data shown in Fig. 4(c) were

observed to con丘rm the long-term stability of the

dual-color operation. The ratio was evaluated by

R - (P2/Pi) - 1.　　　　　(7)

R becomes zero whenP2 is equal toPx. At the same
time, we monitored the deviations of the controlled

temperature. Results are shown in Fig. 5. The

LD's temperature has been held within ±0.01 -C.

Although the variation of P2 ranged from -40% to

+10% with respect to Pl in this observation, dual-
color oscillations were maintained. If either of the

intensities were detected, we can adjust R to be zero

by use of a feedback control on the injection current.

We also confirmed that the oscillations for major two

states [Figs. 4(a) and 4(e)J were stable for a period of

6 h. The fact that we were able to realize the long-

term stability of the LD oscillation by means of the

stnct temperature and current controls proves that

we can use two different wavelengths for a measure-

ment at the same time or on a time-sharing basis.

The difference between the two wavelengths is as

much as 10 times that obtained by the cu汀ent control

alone in the linear regions, as seen in Fig. 1. Thus

our proposed system provides a stable synthetic

(C)

Fig. 7. Interference fringes observed at (a) 79, (b) 80, and (c) 81

mA.

wavelength smaller than 1 mm. This system allows

us to improve the measurement accuracy in the

QTWI. The same phenomenon of the duaLcolor os-

dilation was not observed at any dc bias current in

LD2, because of the wavelength's hysteresis on the

injection current.

B. Response Time of the Wavelength Shift

We injected the combined modulating signal Im(t)
that is composed of the triangular and the rectangu-

lar signals whose amplitudes are 0.4 and 1.0 mA,

respectively, into the LD to confirm the response time

for the wavelength change. The interference signal

S(t) reflects sinusoidal changes at the linear slope of

Im(t), as shown in Fig. 6. The phase of the interfer-

ence signal changes rapidly without disorder at the

leading and the trailing edges of the discontinuity in

Im(t). This observation shows that the wavelength
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change can be accomplishedjust as quickly by simply

adjusting the dc level of the injection current. The

response time tr shown in Fig. 6 is estimated to be 0.2

ms. This rapid change in wavelength allows us to

perform the immediate signal processing in the

QTWI on a time-sharing basis.

C. Fringe Observations under the DuaトColor Operation

We observed the interference fringe S(x, y). The im-
ages shownin Fig. 7 were observed at70 - 79, 80, and

81 mA, respectively, which correspond to the dc levels

for observing Figs. 4(a), 4(c), and 4(e). When bias

current Io was controlled to 79 and 81 mA, clear

fringes were observed, as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(c),

respectively, because one of the two spectra became

dominant by the current control. The spatial peri-

ods in both鉦inges were almost same as those men-

tioned m Section 2. While l。 was set to 80 mA, the

captured image was blurred, as shown in Fig. 7(b).

As the intensities of both spectra were the same at

i。 - 80 mA, as shown in Fig. 4(c), the fringe shown in

Fig. 7(b) was formulated by Eq. (3). Thus the dete-

rioration of the visibility is introduced by the phase

difference between Figs. 7(a) and 7(c). This deteri-

oration, for instance, is applicable to the displace-
ment measurement, because the factor cosAα, which

is concerned with the OPD, is derived from visibilities

70 and -y12. If7。 is measured once for a single wave-

length, we can calculate the displacements from only

the overlapped斤inge image represented by Eq. (3).

5. Conclusions

In conclusion we demonstrated the simplest possible

way to conduct duaLcolor operation in a LD. Our

method requires no external optical parts but does

require current and the temperature control. The

system we proposed provides either a single color on
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a time-sharing basis or dual colors simultaneously.

Although the change in the wavelength is discrete

during single-color operation, the difference in the

wavelengths generated is 10 times that generated by
the conventional cu汀ent control alone. And, be-

cause these wavelengths are generated by only the

slightest dc changes in cu汀ent, the LD's output

power is minimal. We have con丘rmed the wave-

length's temporal stability as well as the response

time of the wavelength shift. A possible technique

for a displacement measurement is proposed through

the observations of the interference fringes. A small

and stable synthetic wavelength allows us to improve

the measurement accuracy in the QTWI. We plan to
use such a system to perform the long range of dis-

placement measurement in future research.
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